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I. INTRODUCTION 

TEXT-BASED passwords have been utilized generally in both on the web and disconnected applications for quite a 

long time. Since pass-words are close to home and compact, they are not prone to be supplanted within a reasonable 

time-frame [1]. Notwithstanding, the phe-nomenon that individuals pick straightforward passwords and reuse 

normal passwords [2] has raised awesome security worries all things considered passwords are helpless against 

disconnected breaking attacks. To exacerbate the situation, various password spill episodes [3]– [6] have 

happened as of late and much of the time. Extensive datasets of spilled passwords can extraordinarily improve 

assailants' capacity in leading preparing based password attacks, along these lines posturing critical dangers on 

password security.  

The most immediate and inescapable defensive system utilized by significant sites and applications is the password 

quality checker [7], which assesses the quality of passwords proac-tively amid client enrollment. While the objective 

is to manage clients to make solid passwords, in past work [8]– [10], the absence of exactness and consistency in the 

quality input has been generally watched and analyzed. That is, existing checkers don't exhibit powerful or uniform 

portrayal of solid passwords. Moreover, the space for the principles and approaches of the checkers to be stringent is 

exceptionally constrained as researchershave demonstrated that the multifaceted nature of a password is an exchange 
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ABSTRACT:  
To shield password clients from making straightforward and normal passwords, real sites and applications give a password-

quality measure, in particular a password checker. While basic prerequisites for a password checker to be stringent have won 

in the investigation of password security, we demonstrate that respect less of the stringency, such static checkers can spill 

data and really enable the enemy to improve the execution of their attacks. To address this shortcoming, we propose and 

devise the Dynamic Password Policy Generator, to be specific DPPG, to be a compelling and usable other option to the 

current password quality checker. DPPG means to uphold an equally distributed password space and produce dynamic 

strategies for clients to make passwords that are different and that add to the general security of the password database. Since 

DPPG is secluded and can work with various fundamental metrics for policy age, we additionally present an assorted variety 

based password security metric that assesses the security of a password database as far as password space and dissemination. 

The metric is utilized as a countermeasure to very much created disconnected splitting calculations and hypothetically shows 

why DPPG functions admirably. 
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off with the convenience [11]. In this way, password quality checkers just can't request clients to make passwords 

that are excessively perplexing.  

 

Then again, the password quality checker itself can be a helplessness, which has not been examined in past research. 

By characterizing an arrangement of password creation approaches and indicating clients password quality scores, 

password checkers can apply a solid predisposition on password attributes, particularly when the strategies and 

scoring components stay static. The passwords enlisted to a database are to a great extent like the particular 

password designs authorized by the related checker. In spite of the fact that password checkers change among sites, 

they unavoidably depend on comparative decides that emphasis on particular password properties (e.g., length, 

number of digits and exceptional characters). At the point when rules are generally casual, password clients may 

make basic passwords following a typical circulation. At the point when rules are moderately requesting, the 

password circulation is firmly corresponded to the scoring metrics and can be gathered. Since the password checkers 

are openly accessible, aggressors can without much of a stretch make utilization of the password checkers to take in 

the password attributes dispersion that is formed by the password checkers 

II. .RELATED WORK 

The exchange off between the ease of use and stringency of password necessities has been investigated broadly. In 

[22], Shay et al. discovered that clients battle with new and complex password necessities, and in [23], Mazurek et 

al. discovered that clients who whine about complex password approaches make helpless passwords. In [24], Huh et 

al. proposed a framework started password plot and led a substantial scale ease of use test. These works demonstrate 

that ease of use is an imperative factor in planning password approaches. Customary password quality metrics have 

been discovered ineffectual through past work. In [8], Weir et al. assessed NIST entropy and other customary 

metrics and discovered them ineffectual and proposed PCFG breaking based password cre-ation arrangements. 

Another work with a comparable approach is [25], where Kelley et al. reasoned that entropy is an incapable measure 

of password security. Albeit intriguing recommendations were made to supplant customary metrics, they are still 

regarding singular passwords without considering the general password appropriation of a password database. The 

similitudes amongst passwords and their effect on password security are not considered. In [9], Carnavalet and 

Mannan investigated the criticism from 11 business checkers on passwords in different datasets. They discovered 

huge irregularities among various checkers, which may confound clients. Ji et al. in [10] additionally led assault 

construct investigation with respect to business checkers to locate that a significant number of them give mistaken 

and misdirecting input.  

To propose an unexpected approach in comparison to business checkers, Castelluccia et al. exhibited the Adaptive 

Password Strength Meter that assessments password quality utilizing Markov mod-els [20]. In [26], Houshmand and 

Aggarwal proposed a device, named Analyzer and Modifier for Passwords (AMP), to enable clients to pick more 

grounded passwords in view of the PCFG splitting model. Komanduri et al. executed Telepathwords to enable 

clients to make solid passwords by making ongoing expectations [27]. In [28], Forget et al. likewise built up a 

device, specifically Persuasive Text Passwords (PTP), which use the powerful innovation guideline to impact clients 

in making more secure passwords without relinquishing ease of use. Schmidt and Jaeger assessed the security of 

robotized reinforcing of passwords [29]. They found that passwords that were reinforced are as yet powerless to 

present day breaks, gave that the enemy knows the fortifying calculation. Ca-menisch et al. in [30] proposed a 

cryptographic convention to secure passwords against server trade off by distributed check. The work most 

identified with this paper is [31], where Schechter et al. proposed to keep clients from making famous passwords 

utilizing a sprout channel. In any case, the channel just perceives well known passwords instead of having the 

capacity to recognize prevalent password designs.  
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In [2], Florencioˆ and Herley led a vast scale investigation of web password propensities. A few fascinating realities 

are discovered, for example, by and large a client has 6.5 passwords, and every one of them is shared crosswise over 

3.9 distinct locales. Like [2], Gaw and Felten contemplated the password reuse wonder [32]. In light of an 

investigation of 49 college understudies, they reasoned that the larger part of clients have three or less passwords 

and their passwords are reused twice. Stobert and Biddle additionally contemplated client conduct in dealing with 

various passwords [33] to locate that numerous clients reuse and record passwords 

.COMMERCIAL PASSWORD CHECKERS 

Customary password strategies have turned out to be less prevalent as the more easy to use password quality 

checkers turn out to be broadly received by real sites and programming. The fundamental reason is that great 

password approaches can without much of a stretch be excessively stringent, making it impossible to utilize, while 

password quality checkers push clients to make "solid" passwords unpretentiously. Be that as it may, the vast 

majority of the current research just assesses the adequacy and help-fulness of the password quality checkers. The 

way that the checkers depend on unaltered arrangements which in a roundabout way predisposition the password 

attributes conveyance has not been considered. Besides, because of the introduction of the approaches and scoring 

components [9], [10], [12], cautious aggressors can use the password checkers to mount all the more intense attacks 

on passwords with high quality evaluations. 

A. Datasets, Checkers, and Crackers 

 

Table I records the 5 datasets that signify around 81 million passwords. The datasets are spilled from a few 

occurrences [13],[14] where assailants gain passwords by internet assaulting strategies. Despite the fact that the 

password information were spilled illicitly, it has been once made freely accessible and utilized broadly in password 

inquire about for altruistic purposes. In our investigation, we utilize the passwords for inquire about just without 

endeavoring to confirm them.  

To acquire a gathering of usable password quality checkers and splitting calculations, we lead our tests with PARS 

[10]. Because of the space confinement, we just present two checkers recorded in Table II. Different checkers 

demonstrating reliable outcomes are accessible on [15]. Bloomberg is a prevalent English business and news 

gathering and QQ is a notable Chinese gateway giving various web administrations. As indicated by assessments in 

[10], [12], they give moderately precise and predictable criticism to clients. There are 4 levels of password quality in 

both password checkers to make them tantamount, and the most noteworthy rating is "solid" in like manner.  

We utilize three cutting edge password splitting calculations, JtR (John the Ripper-Markov) [16], OMEN (Ordered 

Markov ENumerator) [17], and PCFG (Probabilistic without context Grammar) [18], which have generally ideal 

execution in password breaking as demonstrated reliably in the past research writing.  

B. Danger Model: Take Your Checker, Crack Your Passwords  
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From an aggressor's viewpoint, we assess quantitatively how existing business password checkers can be utilized to 

improve disconnected password attacks. We are especially intrigued by the pool of "solid" passwords in light of the 

fact that naturally clients confide in the quality criticism and make passwords that have better evaluations.  

In our risk demonstrate, we accept an assailant plans to split an objective arrangement of password hashes spilled 

from a site which utilizes a password quality checker. This implies the hashed passwords can have diverse quality 

ratings1. We likewise expect the aggressor approaches the checker and acquired another dataset of plain text 

passwords spilled from different sites as earlier learning, which is utilized to prepare the password wafers. Since the 

assailant does not know the relationship between's the plain text and the hashed passwords, a clear technique is to 

accept a typical dispersion in both datasets and utilize all the plain text passwords to prepare the breaking model. Be 

that as it may, the objective passwords may have been made for the most part by clients who believe the solid 

criticism from the checker and make passwords just on the off chance that they are marked as "solid". At that point, 

the objective passwords are sensibly unique from the preparation passwords which originate from different sources. 

In this way, to trade off such one-sided target passwords, the assailant will probably have better-breaking comes 

about if the preparation passwords are likewise "solid". 

 

Figure 1 summarizes the evaluation process. First, we randomly select 50% of the passwords from a dataset in Table 

I to be the Nonselective Training dataset. Then, we apply a password strength checker in Table II to score each 

password in the Nonselective Training dataset, and select only those passwords labelled as “strong” to make up the 

the Selective Training dataset. From the other 50% of the passwords, we apply the same checker selection method to 

build the Testing dataset. Finally, we use Nonselective Training and Selective Training datasets separately, as input 

to JtR, OMEN, and PCFG, to crack the Testing dataset. 

 

In Table II, we show the percentages of selected passwords from the datasets, e.g., Bloomberg-Train and 

Bloomberg-Testindicate the percentages of “strong” passwords marked by Bloomberg’s checker in the datasets from 

which we sample training and testing data, respectively. Since we randomly divide an original dataset into halves, 

the distributions of “strong” passwords in both halves are approximately the same. 

To conduct a comprehensive and comparable evaluation, we perform passwords cracking in both Intra-site and 

Cross-site scenarios. In Intra-site cracking, the training data and target data come from the same original dataset and 

in Cross-site cracking, the training data is from a different dataset. To make the comparison fair, we limit each 

cracking session to 10 billion passwords guesses uniformly. Due to the space limitation, we present intra-site 

cracking results of Renren, LinkedIn, Rockyou, and Tianya in Figure 2, and cross-site cracking results with 

Bloomberg’s password checker in Table III. Other results in the appendix are consistent as well. 
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In Figure 2, the intra-site results show that Selective Train-ing enable all the cracking algorithms to compromise 

much more “strong” passwords than Nonselective Training. Figure 2 (a) shows the cracking scenario where the 

passwords are selected by Bloomberg’s checker. The performance gain of using Selective Training is significant. 

Specifically, regarding PCFG, with Nonselective Training, it can only crack 0.07%, 4.58%, 0.22%, and 0.01% of the 

passwords in the target data from Renren, LinkedIn, Rockyou, and Tianya, respectively, whereas with Selective 

Training, it can crack 31.15%, 15.40%, 24.78%, and 14.37%, respectively. 

 

Figure 2 (b) shows the cracking scenario where QQ’s checker is used. Although Selective Training can boost the 

cracking capability uniformly, the performance gain is smaller compared to that with Bloomberg’s checker. For 

Tianya, we see that the cracking results of Nonselective Training and Selective Training are almost the same when 

JtR and PCFG are in use. The likely reason for this phenomenon is that QQ’s checker is not as stringent as 

Bloomberg’s, thus having less bias on the selected “strong” passwords. Another interesting observation is that 

PCFG, in Figure 2 (a) and (b) has very different performance. It shows much more performance gain when 

Bloomberg’s checker is used. Due to PCFG’s nature, this confirms that Bloomberg’s checker is more stringent on 

password structure than QQ’s checker. 
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In Table III, we show the results of cross-site cracking with Bloomberg’s password checker. Surprisingly, we see 

that the cracking performance with Selective Training is uniformly and significantly better without exception. 

Gamigo, as an average dataset with German semantic examples, is additionally subjective to a more prominent 

breaking upgrade when the foe utilizes the checkers to choose preparing information from a Chinese or English 

dataset e.g., an execution pick up of up to 24% is watched when preparing from Rockyou and splitting with PCFG. 

This implies paying little respect to where aggressors get passwords for preparing, they can simply enhance their 

breaking capacity radically by utilizing the password checker related with the objective information to make a 

decent determination of preparing information 2.  

Our assault based assessment is important in the accompanying ways. We don't make suppositions on what datasets 

the aggressor has. We demonstrate that as long as the relating password checker of the objective dataset exists, the 

aggressor can effectively break more passwords in the objective dataset that are named as "solid". In our trial, 

Nonselective Training speaks to the first dataset that the assailant has, without applying any choice. This bodes well 

as the assailant won't have earlier learning of how to choose the preparation information just on the grounds that the 

objective dataset is hashed. At the point when the password checker is accessible, it gives data to the assailant about 

the objective dataset, in this way empowering them to choose preparing information appropriately. Along these 

lines, it is significant to contrast the splitting execution and without the password checker.  

The testing dataset speaks to the objective dataset that aggressors expect to bargain, which for our situation is 

constrained to just passwords appraised "solid" by the password checkers. This can be connected to passwords of 

any evaluations, e.g., "direct", "powerless". In spite of the fact that we don't have Bloomberg or QQ's pass-word 

datasets, by utilizing their checkers to test information from the accessible datasets, we can view the chose 

information as their reasonable delegates. 

III. PASSWORD POLICY GENERATOR 

One could argue that a potential solution to the password checker limitations is to have better web technologies to 

hide the policies and detect malignant password strength querying. However, it can result in delay in strength 

feedback and high false-positive rates in detection. Further, it does not resolve the fundamental bias in password 

distribution. Therefore, we take another approach to the problem and explore the feasibility of providing dynamic 

password policies to users. Considering usability, rather than forcing all users to create extremely complex 

passwords, we focus on the overall strength of the 

  

password dataset and ensure that the passwords created by the users have diversity (i.e., cover the vast majority of 

the entire password space uniformly). In this section, we propose the Dynamic Password Policy Generator, namely 

DPPG, as an alternative to traditional password strength checkers. 
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Fig. 3.  Dynamic Password Policy Generator 

In Figure 3, we show how DPPG works. Initially, system administrators can place complex or random passwords as 

seeds in the password database. The seeds can form a white list to inject certain desired password characteristics, 

e.g., structures, n-grams. Based on the seeds, DPPG can start to generate password policies to users. Since 

dynamically generating policies requires necessary computational time de-pending on the number of existing 

passwords, to avoid delay in responding to users’ requests, a policy queue is used to store policies as a buffer each 

time when a batch of policies are created. When the size of the policy queue reduces below a threshold, e.g., 25%, 

DPPG is signalled to generate new policies. 

Two Modes: Explore and Exploit 

In order to intelligently generate password policies based on the current password distribution, DPPG maintains a 

global characteristics frequency map and a history of generated password policies3 that can approximate the current 

password distribution. There are two modes for DPPG to expand the usable password space and balance the 

password distribution. 

The exploration mode mainly aims to expand the password space by actively introducing new characteristics No 

plain text passwords are stored. 

 based on the global characteristics frequency map. Before an incoming password is hashed, DPPG extracts its 

characteris-tics and stores the metadata in the frequency map, which keeps tracks of the overall distribution of 

password attributes e.g., frequency of structures, characters, and denotes the current password space. In exploration 

mode, DPPG creates policies that require users to be more “creative” in making a password e,g., using the character 

“(” which is not usual even in special characters. In this way, the passwords can cover a larger textual search space 

than the regular human linguistic patterns. Initially when there are not many passwords, a random mechanism is 

adjusted to launch the exploration mode more often to aggressively enlarge the password space. When the password 

characteristics distribution is relatively uniform as observed from the exploitation mode, the exploration mode is 

also evoked to introduce new char-acteristics. 

Since purely expanding the password space is equivalent to making random passwords, DPPG also relies on another 

major component. The exploitation mode aims to en-hance password diversity and balance the current password 

distribution, with the help of the password policy history. Since passwords are hashed in the database, DPPG stores 

previously generated password policies to approximate current password distributions and analyze the password 

diversity through the metric and algorithm discussed in Section IV. DPPG then identifies password characteristics 

that exist in the database with low appearance frequencies, and generate policies that require such characteristics. 
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Therefore, DPPG creates policies that are usable and balance the password distribution by temporarily increasing the 

frequencies of less common password attributes. 

IV. PASSWORD DIVERSITY 

In this segment, we propose to quantify the quality of a password dataset as far as password dissemination, 

byevaluating the password decent variety in the dataset.  

We characterize password assorted variety as inside a password dataset, how disparate passwords are with each 

other in regards to a particular arrangement of attributes. For instance, "forgetme886" and "iloveyou775" are 

fundamentally the same as despite the fact that they don't share numerous normal characters. They are comparative 

since they both have 11 characters; they contain just lower-case English letters in order and numerical digits; and 

they are created by 8 letters took after by 3 digits. On the off chance that password length, sorts of characters and 

structure are the attributes of individual passwords used to decide similitude, we can guarantee these two passwords 

are fundamentally the same as. In any case, it is likewise intriguing to bring up that, on the off chance that we need 

to consider more complex trademark, for example, semantics, the real significance of words in the passwords can on 

the other hand make them less comparable. Along these lines, the closeness ought to be a combination measure of 

all password properties of intrigue, as opposed to a measure of a solitary or ru 

A. Password Similarity Measure  

To evaluate password likeness, we initially clear up the charac-teristics that are considered in our measure inTable 

VII. The kind of properties is total if the quality is free and add to controlling the password space, or relative on the 

off chance that it is needy of the two passwords that are in correlation and does not influence the password space. 

The heaviness of each property is its weight in the password closeness measurement. The capacity related with each 

quality, is a standardized measure of the contrast between such properties in two passwords, pi and pj, while 

evaluating their closeness. The selections of traits are explained as takes after.  

Length is the quantity of characters in a password. Al-most all password arrangements and quality checkers uphold a 

base length restrict because of savage power assault.  

Comp is the quantity of various character writes utilized as a part of the password. L, U, D, and S speak to bring 

down case characters, capitalized characters, numerical digits, and exceptional characters, individually. In password 

strategies and checkers, Comp is additionally a prevalent measure. In past investigation [11], it is demonstrated that 

requiring more character writes decreases convenience of the passwords.  

Alt is short for rotation, which implies the quantity of character switches in a password standardized by the 

password length. For instance, "pssS55" has 3 shifts at "p-s", "s-S", and "S-5" and 2 basic rotations at "s-S", and "S-

5". It is significant to consider rotation in that it identifies with both semantic and basic data about the password. 

Besides, shift is another solid factor in constraining the ease of use of a password. DPPG limits the variations in the 

strategies it produces to make them more usable.  

B. Assorted variety based Metric: Graph Model and Communities  

To assess the assorted variety of a sizeable password dataset, we propose to gather passwords into groups in light of 

our closeness measurement. A password group contains passwords that have higher closeness with each other, than 

with passwords in different groups. At the point when password datasets are vast, the password assorted variety 

would then be able to be spoken to by the quantity of groups recognized, and the sizes of the groups.  

C. Assessment of the Diversity Measure  
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To assess the heartiness of our metric, we take a gander at both the viability in its shielding passwords from breaking 

models, and the likelihood of the metric releasing imperative password conveyance data like existing business 

quality checkers examined in Section II.  

Assaulting without Metric Details: In Figure 5, we de-copyist the assault model to test if our proposed decent variety 

based measure can secure password datasets. We arbitrarily select half of passwords from datasets appeared in Table 

I and utilize them to prepare the splitting calculations. From the other portion of the passwords, we develop a 

password diagram and run theLouvain Method to identify groups. In view of the quantity of groups and sizes of 

groups, we arbitrarily select a settled number of passwords from every one of the groups as the chose tests. In our 

test setup, in each dataset we identify 5 groups. To make the chose test measure non-inconsequential, we 

haphazardly select 20000 passwords from every one of the groups and in this way acquiring 100000 passwords in 

each chose test. 

 

Finally, from the same password data we use to build the graph model, we randomly select 100000 passwords to 

form the random samples. Therefore, we obtain a selected sample that is based on our diversity-based metric, and a 

random sample that has the password distribution that is statistically the same with that of the original dataset. We 

crack these two samples separately, with 10 billion guesses. 

In the left part of Table VIII, we show the diversity scores computed with the diversity metric of the 5 datasets. 

Ranked by the scores in ascending order, we see that Renren has the lowest diversity score while Gamigo has the 

highest. This suggests that Gamigo has a relatively more uniform distribution than other datasets and Renren has the 

most unbalanced distribution. 

2) Attacking with Metric Details: To examine if our metric has the same limitations as password strength 

checkers in Section II, we conduct the the same evaluation as for the password checkers illustrated in Figure 1. We 

use the training data in Section IV-C1 as nonselective training and the selected sample (SS-I in Figure 6) as the 

testing data. Assuming the attacker can obtain complete details of our metric including the weight values, and apply 

it to select training data by communities detection, we draw random samples from each of the communities to build 

the Selective Training dataset in the same way as we build the selected sample in Section IV-C1. In this set up, we 

ensure the cracking evaluation results are comparable and we place them in the same figure denoted as SS-we see 

that PCFG has better cracking per-formance consistently when trained with nonselective training, which  

3) Attack on Passwords from User-study: Since the pass-word diversity metric is used as an underlying 

implementation of the exploitation mode in DPPG, it is interesting to test the metric and the passwords created with 

DPPG in the same experiment. In Table IX, we show the results of using the selective training in Section IV-C2 to 

crack the Mturk dataset in Section III, which is comparable to the partial results in Table VI. We observe the same 

inconsistencies again in the results of both tables. Further, in the right part of Table VIII, we show that the Mturk 

dataset has a higher DivScore than other sample datasets. When trained with random samples from original 

password datasets, PCFG can crack more pass-words consistently of Mturk dataset and OMEN shows the opposite. 

The performance gain of OMEN in all scenarios are noticeable but insignificant. Therefore, passwords created with 
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DPPG do not share common distribution with other passwords created using the similar diversity-based algorithm 

and thus are relatively secure even if the diversity metric is obtained by the adversary. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we contemplate the password space and dispersion to comprehend password dataset security better. 

Because of the constraint of existing quality estimating systems, we propose another and usable option in view of a 

viable decent variety metric to better shield passwords from disconnected splitting attacks.We begin by recognizing 

issues with the current business password quality checkers and assess them from the ill-disposed viewpoint. While 

past work has broke down the consistency and exactness of the checkers, much exertion has not been spent on their 

confinements of biasing and spilling password conveyances to the foe. Through our assessment, we find that 

password quality checkers are viable in helping assailants mount all the more capable attacks. The reason is that 

password quality checkers depend on static scoring approaches that apply an inclination on the password 

conveyance. The checkers can be utilized by the assailants effectively to choose preparing information that are like 

the objective passwords.  

To propose a viable elective that tends to the restrictions of password quality checkers, we actualize DPPG to 

produce dynamic strategies for clients, which depends on a password assorted variety metric and the present 

password dissemination. To the best of our insight, DPPG is the primary dynamic password policy generator that 

gives unusual dynamic strategies and upholds convenience control. Through investigation and abuse modes, DPPG 

can grow the password space and adjust password attributes conveyance which increment the general security of the 

password dataset. Through an ease of use think about, we test DPPG by and by and gather passwords for advance 

examination. Trials are likewise led to demonstrate that the gathered passwords are more different in their 

characteristics and have great security. 
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